
Use appropriate 
language to get you 

where you want to go! 



Your friends? 



Your teachers? 





Public 
Frozen

!

Formal!

Consultative!



Unchanging Language 

Published works!



Unchanging Language 

Pledge of Allegiance/ 
Oaths!



Unchanging Language 

Laws!



Standard Academic  
One-way Communication 

Presentations/Speeches!



Standard Academic  
One-way Communication 

Lab Reports/Exams!



Standard Academic  
One-way Communication 

Essay/Research Paper!



Standard Academic  
Two-way Communication 

Discussions!



Standard Academic  
Two-way Communication 

Questions & Answers!



Standard Academic  
Two-way Communication 

Polite and Courteous!



Turn to your neighbor 
and explain Public 

Language – What is it?   
When do we use it?  
Where do we use it? 



Private 
Casual!

Intimate!



Nonstandard One-way 
Two-way Communication 

Conversation with your Peers!



Nonstandard One-way 
Two-way Communication 

Includes incomplete sentences, 
unfinished thoughts, and slang!



Nonstandard Communication 

Words spoken between people 
in a special shared relationship!



Nonstandard Communication 

Girlfriend and boyfriend or 
husband and wife talking!



Turn to your neighbor 
and explain Private 

Language – What is it?   
When do we use it?  
Where do we use it? 



Next to each phrase write Public if it is something 
that would be said in public or Private if it is 

something that would be said in private. 

What’s up?!

Gotta go!!

How are you doing?!

BRB!!

I appreciate your kindness.!



Watch each video clips and determine whether it is 
an example of public language or private language.  

Write your answers on the lines provided. 
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Watch each video clips and determine whether it is 
an example of public language or private language.  
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On the lines provided, write a 3 sentence summary to 
your English teacher about what we did in class today. 



On the lines provided, write a text to a friend 
explaining what we did in class today. 



Sort the following items in the box below. Place each 
item under its correct Language Register.  Items can 

be written under more than one register. 



In groups, you will create posters of 
  the different language registers. 

Each poster must include: A bold title, 
a definition, an example of the 

register, and a drawing or a symbol 
representing your register.  

Groups will present posters  
using public voices. 



Yesterday you learned about 
Language Registers.  In your 
own words define Language 

Registers, explain why they are 
important to understand, and 

describe how this knowledge can 
help get you where you want to 

go.  50 words minimum.  


